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Abstract
Given commutative rings AB; we present a sucient condition for the generalized power
series ring [[AS;≤]] to be n-root closed in [[BS;≤]]; where (S;) is a torsion-free, cancellative
and strictly ordered monoid. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13F25
1. Introduction and preliminaries
Let AB be commutative rings (with the same identity). As usual, if n 1 is an
integer we say that A is n-root closed in B if bn 2A with b2B implies b2A. Also A is
said to be root closed in B if A is n-root closed in B for all n 1. In [1], a necessary
and sucient condition for the power series ring A[[X ]] to be n-root closed in B[[x]]
was given and many relative results were obtained. In this paper we will show that
the same condition also implies that the ring [[AS;]] of generalized power series is
n-root closed in [[BS;]]; where (S;) is a strictly ordered monoid with some additional
conditions.
All rings considered here are commutative with identity. Any concept and notation
not dened here can be found in [6{8].
Let (S;) be an ordered set. Recall that (S;) is artinian if every strictly decreasing
sequence of elements of S is nite, and that (S;) is narrow if every subset of pairwise
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order-incomparable elements of S is nite. Let S be a commutative monoid. Unless
stated otherwise, the operation of S shall be denoted additively, and the neutral element
by 0. The following denition is due to [6{8].
Let (S;) be a strictly ordered monoid (that is, (S;) is an ordered monoid satisfying
the condition that, if s; s0; t 2 S and s<s0; then s + t<s0 + t), and A a commutative
ring. Let R= [[AS;]] be the set of all maps f : S!A such that supp(f)= fs2 S j
f(s) 6=0g is artinian and narrow. With pointwise addition, R is an abelian additive
group. For every s2 S and f1; : : : ; fm 2R; let Xs(f1; : : : ; fm)= f(u1; : : : ; um)2 Sm j s=
u1 +   + um, f1(u1) 6=0; : : : ; fm(um) 6=0g. It follows from [7, 1.16] that Xs(f1; : : : ; fm)
is nite. This fact allows one to dene the operation of convolution
(fg)(s)=
X
(u; v)2Xs(f; g)
f(u)g(v):
With this operation, and pointwise addition, R becomes a commutative ring, which is
called the ring of generalized power series. The elements of R are called generalized
power series with coecients in A and exponents in S.
For example, if S =N and  is the usual order, then [[AN;]]=A[[x]]; the usual
ring of power series. If S is a commutative monoid and  is the trivial order, then
[[AS;]] =A[S]; the monoid-ring of S over A. Further examples are given in [6]. Many
results on [[AS;]] have been obtained in [3{8].
We will use the following notations introduced by Ribenboim in [6].
Let a2A. Dene a mapping ca 2 [[AS;]] as following:
ca(0)= a; ca(s)= 0; 0 6= s2 S:
Let s2 S. Dene a mapping es 2 [[AS;]] as following:
es(s)= 1; es(t)= 0; s 6= t 2 S:
Then A is canonically embedded as a subring of [[AS;]]; and S is canonically embed-
ded as a submonoid of ([[AS;]]− f0g; ).
2. Main results
Let AB be rings and let n 1. The following property, dened in [1], will be
used in our discussion
Pn(A; B) : if b2B; a2A and nab2A; then nab2 2A:
We note that if m and n are positive integers, such that mjn; then property Pm(A; B)
implies property Pn(A; B).
Let A be a subring of B. The ring A is said to be seminormal in B if b2B;
b2 2A; b3 2A implies b2A [2]; equivalently, if b2B; bi 2A for all suciently large i
implies b2A. If A is n-root closed in B for some n 2; then A is seminormal in B;
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but the converse is false. The following result appeared in [1, Proposition 1.7 and
Lemma 1.17].
Lemma 2.1. Let AB be rings; and let n; m; k be integers  2. If A is seminormal
in B; then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) Property Pn(A; B) holds.
(2) If a2A; b2B; and nab2A; then nabi 2A for all i 1.
(3) If b2B; a2A and nmakb2A; then nab2A.
For every f2 [[AS;]]; f 6=0; denote by (f) the set of minimal elements of supp(f).
Then (f) is a nonempty nite set, consisting of pairwise order incomparable elements.
If (f) consists only of one element s; we write (f)= s. An element t of an ordered
monoid (S;) is called -cancellative if s+ t s0 + t implies s s0.
Lemma 2.2 (Ribenboim, [8, 1.18]). Let f be a non-zero element of [[AS;]]. As-
sume that (f)= s is a -cancellative element of S and f(s) k 6=0 (for k  1). Then
(fk)= k(f).
Let S be a monoid. An element t 2 S is called cancellative when the following
property holds: if s; s0 2 S and s+t= s0+t; then s= s0. The monoid S is called cancella-
tive if every element of S is cancellative. S is called torsion-free when the following
property holds: if s; t 2 S; k  1 is an integer and ks= k t; then s= t. The following
theorem generalizes Theorem 1.18 of [1].
Theorem 2.3. Let (S;) be a torsion-free; cancellative and strictly ordered monoid;
and let AB be rings and n 2. If A is n-root closed in B and property Pp(A; B)
holds for each prime factor p of n; then the generalized power series ring [[AS;]]
is n-root closed in [[BS;]].
Proof. Since S is torsion-free and cancellative, it follows by [8, 1.6] that there exists
a compatible strict total order 0 on S; which is ner than ; where \ner" means
that if s t then s0t (for all s; t 2 S). We note that [[AS;]] is a subring of [[AS;0 ]]
and [[BS;]] is a subring of [[BS;
0
]].
We denote by 0(f) the smallest element of the support of f (in the order 0).
Since a ring D is n-root closed in a ring extension E if and only if D is p-root
closed in E for each prime factor p of n; we may assume that n is prime.
Let f2 [[BS;]]; f 6=0; and assume that fn 2 [[AS;]]. Then f2 [[BS;0 ]] and
fn 2 [[AS;0 ]]. Let 0(f)= s. It is easy to see that fn(ns)=f(s)n 2A. Since A is
n-root closed in B; it follows that f(s)2A.
Claim 1. nf(s)f(u)2A; for every u2 supp(f).
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Suppose that nf(s)f(v)2A for every v2 supp(f) such that s 0v<0u. We will show
that nf(s)f(u)2A. Let
fu(x)=

f(x); x<0u;
0; u 0x:
Then fu 2 [[BS;0]]. If f(s)n−1 = 0; then nf(s)n−1f(u)2A. Since A is n-root closed
in B; it follows that A is seminormal in B. Thus by Lemma 2.1, it follows that
nf(s)f(u)2A: Now, suppose that f(s)n−1 6=0. Then by Lemma 2.2, it follows that
0(fn−1)= (n− 1)0(f)= (n− 1)s. Thus, it is easy to see that
((f − fu)fn−1)(u+ (n− 1)s) =
X
(p; q)2Xu+(n−1) s(f−fu; fn−1)
(f − fu)(p)fn−1(q)
= (f − fu)(u)fn−1((n− 1)s)=f(u)f(s)n−1:
On the other hand,
((f − fu)fn−1)(u+ (n− 1)s) =fn(u+ (n− 1)s)− (fufn−1)(u+ (n− 1)s)
=fn(u+ (n− 1)s)−
X
fu(x)f(y1)   f(yn−1)
(sum over all (x; y1; : : : ; yn−1)2Xu+(n−1)s(fu; f; : : : ; f)). Since x2 supp(fu); we have
x<0u. Also s 0x, s 0y1; : : : ; s 0yn−1 since x; y1; : : : ; yn−1 2 supp(f). If u<0yi; then
u + (n − 2)s<0yi + (n − 2)s 0y1 +    + yn−1 since 0 is a strict order, and thus
u+(n−1)s<0x+y1+   +yn−1 = u+(n−1)s; a contradiction. Hence we have yi 0u
for every i2f1; : : : ; n − 1g. If there exists an i2f1; : : : ; n − 1g such that yi= u; then
x +
P
j 6=i yj =(n− 1)s since S is cancellative. Now, it is easy to see that
x= s; yj = s; j2f1; : : : ; n− 1g − fig
since 0 is a strict order. Denote
X = f(x; y1; : : : ; yn−1)2Xu+(n−1)s(fu; f; : : : ; f) j x<0u; y1<0u; : : : ; yn−1<0ug:
Then, we have
((f − fu)fn−1)(u+ (n− 1)s) =fn(u+ (n− 1)s)− (n− 1)f(u)f(s)n−1
−
X
(x;y1 ;:::;yn−1)2X
fu(x)f(y1)   f(yn−1):
Thus,
nf(u)f(s)n−1 =fn(u+ (n− 1)s)−
X
(x;y1 ; :::;yn−1)2X
fu(x)f(y1)   f(yn−1):
For every (x; y1; : : : ; yn−1)2X; by hypothesis, nf(s)f(x)2A, nf(s)f(yi)2A; for each
i2f1; : : : ; n− 1g. Thus, we have
nnf(s)nfu(x)f(y1)   f(yn−1)= nnf(s)nf(x)f(y1)   f(yn−1)2A:
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Hence,
nn+1f(u)f(s)2n−1 = nnf(s)nfn(u+ (n− 1)s)
−
X
(x;y1 ; :::;yn−1)2X
nnf(s)nfu(x)f(y1)   f(yn−1)2A:
Since A is n-root closed in B; it follows that A is seminormal in B. Thus, by Lemma 2.1,
it follows that nf(s)f(u)2A:
This shows that Claim 1 holds.
Claim 2. For each u2 supp(f); we have
f(u)2A; nf(u)f(v)2A for any v2 supp(f):
Claim 2 holds for u= s. Now suppose that Claim 2 holds for every p2 supp(f)
such that s 0p<0u. We will show that Claim 2 also holds for u.
Dene fu 2 [[BS;0 ]] as above. We will show that (f − fu)n 2 [[AS;0 ]].
For every i2f1; : : : ; n− 1g;
(nfifn−iu )(x)= n
X
f(p1)   f(pi)fu(q1)   fu(qn−i)
(sum over all (p1; : : : ; pi; q1; : : : ; qn−i)2Xx(f; : : : ; f; fu; : : : ; fu)). Since q1; : : : ; qn−i 2
supp(fu); it follows that q1<0u; : : : ; qn−i<0u. Thus, by hypothesis, nf(q1)f(p1)2A;
: : : ; nf(q1)f(pi)2A. Hence we have
nif(q1)if(p1)   f(pi)2A:
By Lemma 2.1, it follows that nf(q1)f(p1)   f(pi)2A: By hypothesis, we also have
f(q2); : : : ; f(qn−i)2A. Thus,
nf(p1)  f(pi)fu(q1)  fu(qn−i) = nf(p1)   f(pi)f(q1)   f(qn−i)
= [nf(q1)f(p1)   f(pi)]f(q2)   f(qn−i)2A:
This implies that (nfifn−iu )(x)2A; and so
nfifn−iu 2 [[AS;
0
]]; i2f1; : : : ; n− 1g:
Similarly, we can see that fnu 2 [[AS;
0
]].
Since n is prime, the binomial coecients
(n
i

for 1 i<n are divisible by n in Z.
Thus, we have
(f − fu)n =
n−1X
i=1

n
i

fi(−fu)n−i + fn + (−fu)n
=
n−1X
i=1
(−1)n−i
(n
i

n
[nfi(fu)n−i] + fn + (−fu)n 2 [[AS;0 ]]:
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Clearly, 0(f−fu)= u. Thus, as in the proof of Claim 1, we obtain that f(u)= (f−
fu)(u)2A; and n(f − fu)(u)(f − fu)(v)2A for each v2 supp(f − fu). Suppose that
v2 supp(f) such that u 0v. Then, v2 supp(f − fu); and thus nf(u)f(v)2A. If v2
supp(f) such that v<0u; then by hypothesis, nf(u)f(v)2A.
This shows that Claim 2 holds. Thus for every u2 supp(f); f(u)2A; and so f2
[[AS;]].
Remark. Note that property Pp(A; B) for each prime factor p of n is not a neces-
sary condition for n-root closedness of the pair of generalized power series rings. For
example, for any monoid S and any extension AB of domains, if A is n-root closed
in B; then A[S] is n-root closed in B[S].
Corollary 2.4. Let AB be rings and let n 2. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) For each torsion-free; cancellative and strictly ordered monoid (S;); the gen-
eralized power series ring [[AS;]] is n-root closed in [[BS;]].
(2) A[[x]] is n-root closed in B[[x]].
(3) A is n-root closed in B and property Pp(A; B) holds for each prime factor p
of n.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3 and from [1, Theorem 1.18].
Recall from [1] that C(A; B) is the set of all integers n 2 for which A is n-root
closed in B. Then C(A; B) is a subsemigroup of the multiplicative semigroup of positive
integers and it is generated by primes [1]. From Theorem 2.3 we have
Corollary 2.5. For any rings AB; the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) For each torsion-free; cancellative and strictly ordered monoid (S;); C([[AS;]];
[[BS;]])=C(A; B).
(2) Property Pp(A; B) holds for each prime p in C(A; B).
Proof. If [[AS;]] is n-root closed in [[BS;]]; and b2B with bn 2A; then clearly
cnb 2 [[AS;]]; and thus cb 2 [[AS;]]; which implies that b= cb(0)2A. Now the result
follows from Theorem 2.3 and from [1, Corollary 1.22].
Let (S; ) and (T; ) be torsion-free, cancellative and strictly ordered monoids.
If rings AB are such that property Pp(A; B) holds for each prime p in C(A; B); then,
by Corollary 2.5, we have C([[AS;]]; [[BS;]])=C([[AT;]]; [[BT;]])=C(A; B).
Watkins in [9] proved that if A is von Neumann regular, then A[[x]] is n-root closed
in B[[x]] for any ring extension B of A such that A is n-root closed in B. In [1], it was
proved that if A is a p-injective ring (that is, each principal ideal of A is an annihilator
of some subset of A), then C(A[[x]]; B[[x]])=C(A; B) for any ring extension B of A.
Hence we have:
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Corollary 2.6. Let A be a p-injective ring; and let (S; ) be a torsion-free; cancella-
tive and strictly ordered monoid. Then
C([[AS;]]; [[BS;]])=C(A; B)
for any ring extension B of A.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.5 and from Remark 1.5 and Proposition 1.14 of [1].
Theorem 2.7. Let AB be rings. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) For each torsion-free; cancellative and strictly ordered monoid (S;); the gen-
eralized power series ring [[AS;]] is root closed in [[BS;]].
(2) A[[x]] is root closed in B[[x]].
(3) A is root closed in B and property P1(A; B) holds.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3 and from [1, Theorem 1.24].
On property Pn(A; B); we have the following result, which generalizes
Proposition 1.16 of [1].
Proposition 2.8. Let (S;) be a torsion-free; cancellative and strictly ordered monoid.
Assume that AB are rings such that A is seminormal in B and let n 1. Then
properties Pn(A; B) and Pn([[AS;]]; [[BS;]]) are equivalent.
Proof. Assume that property Pn([[AS;]]; [[BS;]]) is satised, and a2A; b2B are
such that nab2A. Then, ca 2 [[AS;]]; cb 2 [[BS;]] and ncacb 2 [[AS;]]. Thus, ncac2b 2
[[AS;]]; which implies that nab2 2A.
Conversely, assume that property Pn(A; B) is satised. Let g2 [[AS;]]; f2 [[BS;]]
such that ngf2 [[AS;]]. Since S is torsion-free and cancellative, it follows by [8,
1.6] that there exists a compatible strict total order 0 on S; which is ner than .
We note that [[AS;]] is a subring of [[AS;
0
]] and [[BS;]] is a subring of [[BS;
0
]].
If g=0; then obviously ngfi=02 [[AS;]]. Thus, we assume that g 6=0. Denote
0(g)= s; 0(f)= t. It is easy to see that ng(s)f(t)= n(gf)(s+ t)2A:
Claim 1. For every u2 supp(f); ng(s)f(u)2A.
Suppose that ng(s)f(v)2A for every v2 supp(f) such that t 0v<u. We will show
that ng(s)f(u)2A.
Let
fu(x)=

f(x); x<0u;
0; u 0x:
Then
(nfucg(s)g)(x)= ng(s)(fug)(x)= ng(s)
X
(p; q)2Xx(fu; g)
fu(p)g(q):
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If p<0u; then ng(s)fu(p)g(q)= (ng(s)f(p))g(q)2A. If u 0p; then fu(p)= 0; and so
ng(s)fu(p)g(q)= 0. Thus,
n(f − fu)cg(s)g=(nfg)cg(s) − nfucg(s)g2 [[AS; 0 ]]:
It is easy to see that
n(g(s))2f(u)= n(f − fu)(u)(g(s))2 = (n(f − fu)cg(s)g)(u+ s)2A:
Since A is seminormal in B; it follows by Lemma 2.1 that ng(s)f(u)2A.
This shows that Claim 1 holds.
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, ng(s)(f(u))i 2A for all i 1 and all u2 supp(f).
Consider the nite sum w=
P k
j=1 ajf(u1j)
i1j : : : f(unjj)
inj j ; where aj 2A; ulj 2
supp(f); and ilj are positive integers for all l; j. Denote m=maxfn1; : : : ; nkg+1. Then
nm(g(s))m(ajf(u1j)i1j   f(unjj)inj j)
= aj[ng(s)f(u1j)i1j ]    [ng(s)f(unjj)inj j ]nm−nj (g(s))m−nj 2A:
Thus, nm(g(s))mw2A. By Lemma 2.1, ng(s)w2A. Hence we have
ng(s)A[f(u) j u2 supp(f)]A:
Claim 2. For each p2 supp(g);
ng(p)A[f(u) j u2 supp(f)]A:
Claim 2 holds for p= s. Now suppose that Claim 2 holds for every q2 supp(g)
such that s 0q<0p. We will show that Claim 2 also holds for p.
Let
gp(x)=

g(x); x<0p;
0; p 0x:
Then 0(g− gp)=p; and g− gp 2 [[AS;0 ]]; n(g− gp)f2 [[BS;0 ]].
For every x2 supp(ngpf); by hypothesis, we have
(ngpf)(x)=
X
(u; v)2Xx(gp;f)
ngp(u)f(v)=
X
(u; v)2Xx(gp;f)
ng(u)f(v)2A:
Thus, ngpf2 [[AS;0 ]]; which implies that n(g − gp)f= ngf − ngpf2 [[AS;0 ]]. By
analogy with the proof above, we obtain that
ng(p)A[f(u) j u2 supp(f)]= n(g− gp)(p)A[f(u) j u2 supp(f)]A:
This shows that Claim 2 holds.
Now, it is easy to see that
(ngfi)(x)=
X
(u; v1 ;:::;vi)2Xx(g;f;:::;f)
ng(u)f(v1)   f(vi)2A;
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for all x2 supp(ngfi) and all i 1. This means that ngfi 2 [[AS;]] for all i 1; and
thus property Pn([[AS;]]; [[BS;]]) is satised.
Corollary 2.9. Let (S; ) be a torsion-free; cancellative and strictly ordered monoid.
Assume that AB are rings such that A is seminormal in B and let n 1. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) Property Pn(A; B) holds.
(2) Property Pn([[AS;]]; [[BS;]]) holds.
(3) Property Pn(A[[x]]; B[[x]]) holds.
Corollary 2.10. Let (S1;  1); : : : ; (Sm;  m) be cancellative; torsion-free and strictly
ordered monoids; and let n 2. Denote by (lex i) and (rev lex i) the lexicographic
order, the reverse lexicographic order; respectively; on the monoid S1      Sm. Let
AB be rings such that A is n-root closed in B and property Pp(A; B) holds for each
prime factor p of n.Then [[AS1Sm; (lex i)]] and [[AS1Sm; (rev lex i)]] are n-root
closed in [[BS1Sm; (lex i)]] and [[BS1Sm; (rev lex i )]]; respectively.
Proof. We note that (S1     Sm; (lexi)) is a torsion-free, cancellative and strictly
ordered monoid; thus the result follows from Theorem 2.3.
The proof of the second assertion is similar.
Remark. Let (Si;i); i=1; : : : ; be cancellative, torsion-free and strictly ordered
monoids, and let n 2. Assume that AB are rings such that A is n-root closed
in B and property Pp(A; B) holds for each prime factor p of n. Set A1 = [[AS1 ;1 ]] and
B1 = [[BS1 ;1 ]]. Then A1 is n-root closed in B1 and thus A1 is seminormal in B1.
By Proposition 2.8, property Pp(A1; B1) holds for each prime factor p of n. Let
A2 = [[A
S2 ;2
1 ]]; and B2 = [[B
S2 ;2
1 ]]. Then A2 is n-root closed in B2. We can continue
this process. In fact, by [6, 4.5],
[[AS1S2 ; (rex lex i)]]’ [[AS2 ;21 ]]; [[BS1S2 ; (rex lex i)]]’ [[BS2 ;21 ]]:
Let A be a ring, and consider the multiplicative monoid N1; endowed with the
usual order . Then R= [[AN1 ;]] is the ring of arithmetical functions with values in
A; endowed with the Dirichlet convolution
(fg)(n)=
X
djn
f(d)g(n=d) for each n 1:
Corollary 2.11. Let AB be rings and n 2. If A is n-root closed in B; and property
Pp(A; B) holds for each prime factor p of n; then [[AN1 ;]] is n-root closed in
[[BN1 ;]].
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